Hipshipper Now Has its Own Tracking for
International Shipping
The international shipping company launched online shipment tracking for end-consumers, relieving
marketplace sellers off a heavy customer service load
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, May 15, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hipshipper, an
international shipping company offering an end-to-end
cross-border shipping solution for US-based marketplace
sellers, announced its own tracking number for packages.
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only our sellers don’t need to deal with the logistics of
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international shipping, now they won’t need to deal with
customer support as well. Combine that with our Free International Returns feature and you’ve
got the most comprehensive and risk-free international shipping solution for US-based sellers.”
Hipshipper will offer live, online support for the end-consumer to solve any issues that arise and
provide hands-on solutions. Hipshipper’s tracking information will be presented in a
straightforward, clear manner, such as ‘stuck in customs’, avoiding the vague jargon commonly
used in tracking interfaces.
“International couriers don’t offer direct support to buyers,” added Birger. “But Hipshipper sees
itself as more than a shipping company - we are committed to provide online sellers all the
logistic and operational support to ensure deal profitability on every item sold to international
consumers.”
This recent feature adds to Hipshipper’s continuous strive to allow US-based online sellers to
compete on the global arena the exact same way they do in the domestic market.
About Hipshipper
Hipshipper, www.hipshipper.com, is a simple & risk-free international shipping solution for USbased marketplace sellers that ensures deal profitability on every cross-border sale. We offer
competitively low rates to more than 150 countries, fully-tracked warehouse-to-door shipping
with free insurance and cover all return costs, 100% of the cases - the only shipping company to
offer Free International Returns. Hipshipper’s commitment is first and foremost to the sellers,
proactively ensuring that both marketplace and customers are satisfied and the seller ratings
remain intact. Last thing - Hipshipper is a free service for sellers.
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